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About This Game

Can you escape the Dreamcage?

Are you ready to solve puzzles and crack codes in this new and innovative room escape game?

A strange world full of different cages, each one trapping a miniature world inside. Beautiful and magical, but creepy and
captivating at the same time! You find yourself inside Cage 28 with no idea of what's going on.

The Giant Caretaker, that was looking after the cages, seems to be long gone and everything is falling apart. Find a way out, or
risk being locked inside forever!

If you think you have what it takes to escape all those rooms go on and download this escape game!

Features:

- Unique setting and ambiance, unlike any other escape game.
- Complete, functioning world imagined inside a claustrophobic birdcage.

- 15 beautiful rooms to explore!
- Dozens of challenging quests and original puzzles!

- An escape game you will remember!
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So Im recommending this because its free - if it cost money I wouldnt. Its not a game, its a short VR movie. Theres no
interaction, and frankly even though you are strapped to a chair by a psychopathic robot with a scalpel its a bit dull. I thoguht the
short film was better, much more horrifying. But this is free, so what the heck!. Depth Hunter 2: Treasure Hunter game is very
relaxing and fun to play. Please remember you need to surface in order to breathe. This gets pretty hard at times but adds to the
realism of the scuba diving experience of the game. Try this game out and I think you will enjoy it.. This is a game all about
momentum. It's a shame that, in the first ten minutes, the game seems to do everything it can to interrupt the momentum, and
because of that, learning the controls. Tooltips pop up constantly telling you how to play the game after you've already started
playing.

These interruptions cause a loss of perspective for what the character is doing, meaning you're even more likely to crash after
one pops up, leading you to restart, and then have to go through that same tooltip again, leading to more crashes. The tooltips
would be better if presented after crashing, or in small video tutorials before starting.

It's pretty, it's inexpensive, and it might be fun if the game allowed you to play.. I really don't understand why people cry and
whine about the game not looking the best... IT'S 10+ YEARS OLD, GET OVER IT!
Anyway, I personally love this game!
The only con from me is that you don't get enough time to get to each station. Wish we got more time!. Ok after some people
asked me to write some reviews to the HELLDIVERS DLCs and which "I think" are the more or less "most useful or most
useless" ones, i say here before you should get the deluxe edition before you buy every "single" DLC, its cheaper and makes
more sense. Next to this i dont "vote" for the Armor which comes with, only for the weapons and like.

I mostly can say, this is, "more or less", T-H-E "Farming DLC" since the here called \u2018Humblebee\u2019 UAV is able to
show samples you can collect and get research points way faster and easier. Just the UAV is worth the DLC alone since the
weapon, the "Camper" might be a strong weapon but it is only useful if you have a full team coz of the low firerate it makes it
nearly useless against crowds.

Since i got HELLDIVERS here on steam before it came out, i got this DLC as pre-order bonus which was totally understandable
since (as i said) the drone\/UAV is worth using and leveling it.. Long learning curve ,but worth the time to learn. I'd kill and die
for Wanshi. Great match 3 game with a very good story.
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A nicely done satire, showing civilization in a nutshell. Somewhat reminiscent of Monthy Python, not only because of the
animation technique, but also because of the high level of intelligence in this buffoonery.
I found the puzzles to be a bit simplistic, yet had fun throughout .. Don't buy on a mac - a few levels in, the game crashes
outright.

Apparently this was fixed for windows in late 2016, but there's no sign of a mac patch.. A bit strange first, and harder than i
expected.
That means many hours of fun!
For those who has the first one:
Same music, much better controlls (no more underclick when filling out possible numbers)
The negative for me: missing night mode.
And for this price? Even if you only do a few levels, worth it! But i bet you will not stop there...

Side note: there is a "possible numbers" option in the menu. If you struggle, use it!I

. I freakin loved it. I absolutely love the main character and his grumpy ways. I particularly love how he kills bugs. I thought it
was really funny, although I am not sure it was meant to be. It was way too short though. I recommend this game if you have a
bit of a dark sense of humor and can laugh at the ridiculous ways of strict old school catholics.. Great spy game. So much fun.
Each of the spells are unexpectedly deep, well executed and distinct experiences.

Demonstrates so much promise for VR in general. A real eye opener. Just fantastic experience.
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